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ABSTRACT

Introduction It is currently unclear which cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6) inhibitor, combined with endocrine therapy, is the preferred treatment approach in patients with hormone receptor (HR)-positive, human epidermal receptor-2 (HER2) negative metastatic breast cancer. The aim of this study was to evaluate the existing evidence for the comparative efficacy, safety and cost-effectiveness of different CDK4/6 inhibitors for metastatic breast cancer in first-line and second-line settings.

Methods and analysis We will systematically conduct a literature search in Embase, PubMed and the Cochrane Library and additional searches by handsearching citations of previous systematic reviews. We will also screen major conference proceedings (American Society of Clinical Oncology, European Society of Medical Oncology and San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium). Preliminary scoping searches were conducted in July 2021, but the search will be updated when new trials are available. The primary outcome was progression-free survival. The secondary outcomes were overall survival, objective response rates, grade 3–4 haematological and non-haematological toxicities, quality-adjusted life years and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios. The risk of bias will be assessed by Cochrane risk of bias tools, and the quality of evidence will be assessed by the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation. Subgroup analyses and sensitivity analyses will be performed to further confirm our findings. In addition, one-way sensitivity analysis and probabilistic sensitivity analyses will be conducted to determine uncertainty.

Ethics and dissemination This study does not require ethics approval as only secondary data will be collected. The results of our study will provide an overview of the current level of CDK4/6 inhibitors for patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer, and uptake subgroup analyses to explore variables that might affect these effects. The results of this study will be presented at an international clinical conference and published in a peer-reviewed journal.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ We will perform a cost-effectiveness analysis of cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6) inhibitors in patients with metastatic breast cancer from the perspective of the third-party payer in the USA based on the efficacy and safety of network meta-analysis.

⇒ Surface under the cumulative ranking (SUCRA) will be used to rank CDK4/6 inhibitors in terms of objective response rates, overall survival, progression-free survival, safety, quality-adjusted life years and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios, and a larger SUCRA indicates a more effective intervention.

⇒ The subgroup analyses will provide new important information regarding race differences for different CDK4/6 inhibitors in patients with hormone receptor-positive, human epidermal receptor-2 negative metastatic breast cancer in our network meta-analysis.

⇒ The Cochrane Risk of Bias tool will be used to assess the methodological quality of individual randomised controlled trials by two reviewers independently.

⇒ Phase III DAWNA-1 is limited by a short follow-up duration and a lack of data on patients with endocrine therapy-sensitive metastatic breast cancer.

INTRODUCTION

The global healthcare burden of breast cancer incidence and mortality is rapidly growing worldwide, with an estimated 2.3 million new cancer cases and 0.7 million cancer-related deaths in 2020.1 Hormone receptor (HR)-positive and human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2) negative metastatic breast cancer represents the most frequent histologic subtype of invasive breast cancer.
worldwide, accounting for approximately 80% of all cases in women.2,3 Hormone-directed monotherapy, as well as its combinations, are the mainstay of treatments for HR-positive and HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer, substantially delaying the progression of disease and extending overall survival (OS).4

Cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6), which are downstream agents in the oestrogen signalling pathway, drive G1-to-S phase progression and promote breast cancer cell proliferation.5 CDK4/6 inhibitors block cell cycle progression by inactivating the retinoblastoma protein.6 Three CDK4/6 inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib, abemaciclib) in combination with hormone agents have been the US Food and Drug Administration-approved standard of care in patients with HR-positive and HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer.7 Recently, published results from the DAWNA-1 have reported significant improvement in median progression-free survival (PFS) with palbociclib plus fulvestrant versus fulvestrant alone (15.7 vs 7.2 months; HR, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.31 to 0.58; p<0.001) in patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer.8 There are fundamental similarities between the four CDK4/6 inhibitors; however, they have different efficacy on OS and safety profiles according to the agent used.8-15 A prior pairwise meta-analysis confirmed that CDK4/6 inhibitors in combination with hormone agents produced a significant OS improvement, both in aromatase inhibitor (AI)-resistant (HR 0.77, 95% CI, 0.67 to 0.89) and AI-sensitive patients (HR 0.75, 95% CI, 0.63 to 0.89).16 Although all included studies had high evidence levels, the meta-analysis was limited by the relatively short follow-up period.16,17 Updated efficacy results on OS with longer follow-up from PALOMA-3 and MONALEESA-3 were presented at the 2021 American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Annual Meeting.18,19

The use of CDK4/6 inhibitors comes not only with potential efficacy and toxicity but also with economic cost. Compared with fulvestrant alone, ribociclib plus fulvestrant as the first-line treatment for patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer was estimated to result in gains of 1.19 life-years and 0.96 quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), at an incremental cost of $151,000 based on the MONALEESA-3 trial in Canada.20 However, the addition of palbociclib or ribociclib to endocrine therapy in the treatment of HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer was unlikely to be cost-effective based on PALOMA-1, MONALEESA-2 and MONALEESA-7 in the USA, China and Singapore.21-25 Furthermore, the findings based on the MONARCH 2 trial, MONALEESA-3 trial and PALOMA-3 trial suggested that abemaciclib plus fulvestrant might be cost-effective compared with ribociclib plus fulvestrant, but not cost-effective compared with palbociclib plus fulvestrant for second-line treatment of patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer in the USA. A recent cost-effectiveness analysis confirmed that ribociclib was the less expensive of the three CDK4/6 inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib) in patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer.26

Generally, to conduct full economic evaluations of each strategy, the study highlighted not only direct pharmacological costs, but also treatment, subsequent and indirect healthcare costs. However, the above results are considerably inconsistent with those of a single randomised controlled trial (RCT). Network meta-analysis is a useful method for comparing efficacy, safety and cost and obtaining relative rankings for multiple competing treatments simultaneously by combining direct evidence from head-to-head RCTs and indirect evidence from within a network.27

We will conduct a network meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis to evaluate all comparisons of CDK4/6 inhibitors and recommend a rank order based on efficacy, safety and cost in patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer.

METHODS

Our study was conducted following the recommendation of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols28,29 and the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards reporting guidelines.30

Eligibility criteria

Type of participants

The study population is a cohort of patients with histologically or cytologically confirmed HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer. The eligible population in our network meta-analysis was classified into two groups: endocrine-sensitive and endocrine-resistant disease. Endocrine-resistant disease is defined as recurrence during or within 12 months after endocrine-based adjuvant treatment or pretreatment with endocrine therapy in a metastatic setting.16,31,32

Type of interventions and comparisons

All studies comparing four CDK4/6 inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib, abemaciclib and palbociclib) as single agents or in combination with endocrine therapy will be included in this study.

Types of outcome measures

The primary outcome is PFS, defined as the date of randomisation to the date of progression or death. The secondary outcome is OS (calculated from the time from randomisation to death from any cause), objective response rates (ORRs), grade 3–4 haematological and non-haematological toxicities, QALYs and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs). Grade 3–4 haematological and non-haematological toxicities are performed in line with the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events.33,34 Studies should provide at least one of the above outcomes.

Type of studies

All eligible RCTs published from the time of database inception to 31 July 2021 will be included. There are no
limitations in nationality distribution. The studies will be limited to results published in English.

### Data sources and search strategy

The comprehensive literature search will be divided into two stages. In the first stage, electronic searches will be used to identify potentially relevant RCTs in PubMed, Embase, the Cochrane Library and Web of Science as well as meeting abstracts from the ASCO, European Society of Medical Oncology and San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposiums. In the second stage, a hand search will be performed in the references from relevant systematic reviews, meta-analyses and cost-effectiveness analyses. Preliminary scoping searches were conducted in July 2021, but the search will be updated when new trials are available. Two reviewers will conduct literature screening and data extraction independently. We will use EndNote V.X7 software to conduct the search strategy and remove duplicates. The latest or larger one will be included in our network meta-analysis when studies have multiple publications. Any discrepancies between reviewers will be resolved by consensus or by consulting with a third reviewer. Full details of the search strategies in PubMed are outlined in more detail in table 1. The search strategies used for Embase and the Cochrane Library are outlined in more detail in table 1. The search strategies used for Embase and the Cochrane Library are supplied in online supplemental search strategies (online supplemental appendix 1).

A standardised data extraction form created in Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, Washington, USA, www.microsoft.com) will be used to collect data of interest. Relevant information such as the first author, study name, study design, publication time, total sample size, population, line of treatment, treatment arm, control arm, primary endpoint and outcomes (ORR, cost and grade 3–4 haematological and non-haematological toxicities, HR for OS and PFS) will be extracted. We will contact authors or pharmaceutical companies for further information on unpublished or incomplete trials, if possible.

### Risk of bias

The Cochrane Risk of Bias tool will be used to assess the methodological quality of individual RCTs by two reviewers independently. Each domain could obtain a high-risk, unclear-risk and low-risk, depending on random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, incomplete outcome data, selective outcome reporting and other sources of bias. Any disagreement will be resolved by the third researcher.

### Quality of evidence

Two reviewers will independently assess the quality of synthetic evidence for each outcome by the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system. Quality of evidence will consider five items involving risk of bias, inconsistency, imprecision, indirectness and publication bias. The overall quality of evidence is classified into four levels: high, moderate, low or very low. RCTs are initially categorised as high quality and could be downgraded by one or two levels for the items mentioned above. Two review authors will independently make judgments about the quality of the included studies using GRADEprofiler software (GRADEpro, V.3.6.1) (available at www.gradeworking-group.org).

### Assessment of publication bias

If there are up to 10 studies included in the network meta-analysis, we will use a comparison-adjusted funnel plot with Egger’s test to examine any potential publication bias.

### Statistical analysis

We will draw the network plot, contribution graph, inconsistency check chart and comparison-adjusted funnel plot in our network meta-analysis. A traditional pairwise meta-analysis for direct comparisons with at least two studies will be conducted, using Stata V.13.0 (StataCorp). For each type of CDK4/6 inhibitor in patients with metastatic breast cancer, network meta-analysis will be mainly performed using OpenBUGS (V.3.2.3). Dichotomous

---

**Table 1** Search strategy used in PubMed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Search terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>(Breast Neoplasm [mesh]) or (Neoplasm, Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Breast Tumors(t/i/ab)) or (Breast Tumor(t/i/ab)) or (Tumor, Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Tumours, Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Neoplasms, Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Breast Cancer(t/i/ab)) or (Cancer, Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Cancer(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Neoplasms(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Neoplasm(t/i/ab)) or (Malignant Neoplasm of Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Malignant Neoplasm of Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Malignant Tumor(t/i/ab)) or (Malignant Tumors(t/i/ab)) or (Cancer of Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Cancer of Breast(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Carcinoma, Human(t/i/ab)) or (Carcinoma, Human Mammary(t/i/ab)) or (Carcinomas, Human Mammary(t/i/ab)) or (Human Mammary Carcinomas(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Carcinomas, Human(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Carcinoma(t/i/ab)) or (Human Mammary Carcinoma(t/i/ab)) or (Mammary Neoplasms, Human(t/i/ab)) or (Human Mammary Neoplasms(t/i/ab)) or (Neoplasm, Human Mammary(t/i/ab)) or (Neoplasms, Human Mammary(t/i/ab)) or (Carcinoma, Human Mammary(t/i/ab)) or (Carcinomas, Human Mammary(t/i/ab))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>(palbociclib(t/i/ab)) or (ribociclib(t/i/ab)) or (abemaciclib(t/i/ab)) or (dalpiciclib(t/i/ab))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>(Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic (mesh)) or (Clinical Trials, Randomized(t/i/ab)) or (Trials, Randomized Clinical(t/i/ab)) or (Controlled Clinical Trials, Randomized(t/i/ab))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>#1 and #2 and #3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
outcomes, including ORR and grade 3–4 haematological and non-haematological toxicities, are expressed as ORs with 95% CIs/credible intervals (CrIs). Additionally, the pooled HRs with 95% CIs/CrIs for survival outcomes will be calculated using fixed effects and random effects models. We will select a random-effect model or fixed-effect model to pool the data based on the lowest deviance on SUCRA data.43 Statistical heterogeneity across studies will be assessed using the I² statistic, where a cut-off of ≥50% is considered indicative of substantial heterogeneity.44 In network meta-analysis and traditional pairwise meta-analysis, a p value <0.05 is considered statistically significant (two-sided).

Cost-effectiveness analysis
We will perform a cost-effectiveness analysis of CDK4/6 inhibitors in patients with metastatic breast cancer from the perspective of the third-party payer in the USA. All modelling and calculations will be implemented using TreeAge Pro 2009 software (TreeAge Software, Williamstown, Massachusetts, USA). The structure of the Markov model comprises three mutually exclusive health states: PFS, progression and death (figure 1). The expected total costs, QALYs and ICERs will be estimated over a lifetime horizon (10 years). The model inputs of clinical data, cost and utility estimates will be collected from the network meta-analysis and published literature. The drug costs of maintenance therapy will be obtained from the wholesale prices paid by the pharmacy of West China Hospital. All costs will be adjusted to represent 2020 US$ using Tom’s Inflation Calculator (https://www.halfhill.com/inflation_js.html 2020). Costs and outcomes will be discounted at 3% annually.45 One-way sensitivity analysis and probabilistic sensitivity analyses will be performed to assess the potential drivers of economic outcomes. Subgroup analysis will also be performed in patients categorised by menopausal status and prior lines of endocrine therapy. The cost-effectiveness of CDK4/6 inhibitors will be evaluated in comparison with each other to determine the relative effectiveness of the interventions, from most cost-effective to least cost-effective.

Transitivity, homogeneity and consistency assumption
Before conducting the network meta-analysis, we will assess three major assumptions: transitivity, homogeneity and consistency.46 We will conduct a descriptive comparison of the baseline patient-level and study-level characteristics of the included studies. We will then explore the possible sources of obvious heterogeneity by performing network meta-regression analysis. If the results from indirect evidence are not compatible with the results from direct evidence, we will calculate the difference between direct and indirect evidence through the z test in the network.47 48

Subgroup analysis
A meta-regression analysis will be undertaken for primary outcomes to analyse influencing factors. In addition, we categorised four CDK4/6 inhibitor therapy regimens into the following subgroups when possible: age (<65 years vs ≥65 years), visceral metastases (yes vs no), progesterone receptor (positive vs negative), bone-only metastases (yes vs no), liver-only metastases (yes vs no), treatment-free interval (<36 months vs ≥36 months) and ethnicity (Asian vs non-Asian).

Sensitivity analysis
We plan to conduct sensitivity analysis on the results of efficacy and safety according to the results of the risk of bias assessment. If studies have a high risk of bias, we will exclude these studies and perform meta-analysis within the remainder of the included studies. Where appropriate, sensitivity analyses will be conducted by varying key model inputs (for example, random-effect and fixed-effect models). In addition, we will conduct the following sensitivity analyses to explore possible causes of heterogeneity, such as study design, study size, year of publication and length of follow-up.49

Patient and public involvement
No patients or the public were involved in the study design and will be involved in the actual conduct of the review.

Ethics and dissemination
No ethics review committee approval will be required given the nature of the network meta-analysis. The findings will be submitted for publication in an international
DISCUSSION
CDK4/6 inhibitors for HR-positive metastatic breast cancers are exciting new classes of targeted therapies. Recently, apart from dalpiciclib, the efficacy and safety of CDK4/6 inhibitors in comparison to endocrine therapies have been studied in many network meta-analyses. It might be interesting to compare CDK4/6 inhibitors for HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer by incorporating a network meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis into a single analysis.

The CDK4/6 inhibitors that induced cell cycle arrest at the G1/S phase transition were related to cancer aggressiveness. Three CDK4/6 inhibitors with endocrine therapy (an AI or fulvestrant) were recommended as first-line or second-line treatment for HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer by several international treatment guidelines. Palbociclib, as well as abemaciclib and ribociclib, are the highly-selective oral CDK4/6 inhibitors to be introduced into clinical practice when combined with AIs or fulvestrant in HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer based on pivotal randomised clinical trials. In fact, no difference in PFS was detectable between palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib, but large differences in the safety and tolerability are apparent in the different CDK4/6 inhibitors. A novel, highly selective, small molecule CDK4/6 inhibitor dalpiciclib is currently under active investigation. The results from the phase III DAWNA-1 trial showed that dalpiciclib plus fulvestrant improved PFS compared with fulvestrant alone in patients with HR positive, HER2-negative metastatic endocrine-resistant breast cancer. However, the most common grade 3–4 adverse events in the dalpiciclib plus fulvestrant group were haematologic toxicities, which was consistent with palbociclib and ribociclib but different from abemaciclib.

The mean age at diagnosis of breast cancer in Asian countries was considerably younger than that in western countries. Compared with non-Asian populations, premenopausal Asian women had even better outcomes in the MONALEESA-7. However, this correlation was not found when the whole Asian population was analysed through horizontal comparisons of DAWNA-1 and MONARCH 2. A limitation is that there were no RCTs specifically designed to assess the use of CDK4/6 inhibitors in Asian and non-Asian patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer. Therefore, the subgroup analyses will provide new important information regarding race differences in our network meta-analysis.

The results of our study will provide an overview of the current level of CDK4/6 inhibitors for patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer, and undertake subgroup analyses to explore variables that might affect these effects. The findings might aid clinicians, health policymakers and governments in identifying patients with metastatic breast cancer who can benefit from one of four CDK inhibitors.
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